IsraAID’s emergency response team arrived in Türkiye within 30 hours of the two devastating earthquakes that struck three weeks ago. Our specialists in emergency logistics; water, sanitation, and hygiene; and psychosocial support are still there, bringing vital aid directly to those affected. We are coordinating with local authorities, municipalities, and NGOs to reach the most vulnerable communities, and supporting them to maintain some comfort and dignity in the ongoing displacement and, often, bereavement. We are also training local leaders in psychosocial support, self-care, and burnout prevention.

**AFFECTED COMMUNITIES WE ARE SUPPORTING**

- Kahramanmaraş
- Bağdınisağır
- Eski Misis
- Osmaniye
- Mersin
- Iskenderun
- Antakya
- Reyhanli
- Samandağ
- İstanbul

The left map shows the highlighted portion of the right map. The epicenter of the February 6 earthquakes struck in the Kahramanmaraş province. The devastating impact was felt across the region. More than 7,000 aftershocks have been felt. The largest, of 6.4 magnitude, struck near Antakya, in Hatay province, on February 20.
SO FAR, WE HAVE DISTRIBUTED MORE THAN 26 TONS OF CRITICALLY NEEDED RELIEF ITEMS TO THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE, INCLUDING:

- Safe Water Access
- Hundreds of Solar Lamps
- Hygiene Kits for 2,500 People
- 1,500 Sleeping Bags and Mats
- Warm Clothing and Blankets

SELECTED MEDIA COVERAGE

- Live interview with IsraAID's emergency response team - i24 News (video)
- IsraAID dispatches team to Turkey following deadly 7.8 magnitude earthquake - The Forward
- The disaster after the earthquake: How conditions in Turkey can cost more lives - Jerusalem Post
- Horror and beauty at Turkey earthquake ground zero - Jerusalem Post
- Hope, despair, friendship, and an unexpected miracle - Israel21c
- Emergency appeal launched - Australian Jewish News
- Israel Leads the Way: Update From Rescue Teams in Turkey - Israel Today

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT